
LUMEN (LUM) TOKEN WHITE PAPER
In a world where FIAT Currency is continuously printed and held in

large quantities by The Rich leaving "little or none" in the hands of The
Poor.LUMEN has come up with a solution.

WHY LUMEN COIN IS THE BEST
We dislike poverty so we created a system that can greatly reduce it. so

many people have been under the subjection of poverty as a result of limited
access to FIAT currency and we aim at greatly reducing poverty globally
through creating a bridge between the POOR and FIAT currency.

HOW DO WE DO IT?
We are doing it through

AVAILABILITY

Lumen token is available for everyone with a good price.This makes
lumen token readily available for everyone to buy.

CREATING A BRIDGE
Lumen token is the bridge between the POOR and FIAT currency giving the

POOR the opportunity to be RICH.

CREATING UTILITY
The Lumen Team is working tirelessly on creating a safe and trusted

Decentralized Exchange(LUMSWAP) that will give opportunities for various
activities on the exchange for LUMEN holders.

REACHING THE MOON
With all effort and activities put together by the LUMEN Team and Community

we strongly believe that we all will safely land on the moon.



FUTURE ROADMAP
Our vision is to create a completely community driven cryptocurrency.

Our Roadmap is constantly being updated.

LUMSWAP
A Decentralised Exchange that will make use of lumen token  and give access

for swapping between lumen token and other Cryptocurrencies.

EXCHANGE LISTING
Lumen Token will be listed on exchanges like;Binance,Kraken,Coinbase and

more.

LUMEN NFT MARKETPLACE
A marketplace for content creators to list their content for sale. Lumen Token

will be the only currency accepted.

LUMEN SHOP
lumen will launch its own commercial website where different Products and
Services will be sold and bought . Lumen token will be the Official currency

used.

LUMEN EXCHANGE
The Team is working tirelessly on the exchange creation and launch. Which

will give access to trade different cryptocurrencies on it. 

Our team consists of Crypto currency enthusiasts and investors,
committed to creating a self-sustaining and transparent economy! We

are committed to fulfilling our roadmap, growing the project, and
creating more utility with lumen tokens! We will continue to advance,and

we thank everyone for joining the revolution LUMEN token.


